EX9.1 – Toronto-Ontario Transit Update
Multiple Communications from 13 individuals,  
(Current to 8:50 am on Tuesday, October 29, 2019.)

Communications similar to the following text:

"Don't rubber-stamp a transit plan that is bad for our city.

I am calling on you to stand up for riders and ensure that any new transit project in our city be:

- AFFORDABLE: One integrated TTC fare to ride, with no fare-by-distance.
- BUILT AS FAST AS POSSIBLE: We can't afford more delays to relieve crowding and the Relief Line is nearly shovel-ready. We need real evidence from province about how quickly the Ontario Line can be built, and at what cost.
- ACCOUNTABLE: Respect community concerns, and be publicly owned, operated, and maintained by the TTC. Transit planning shouldn’t happen behind closed doors, it should be democratic and based on evidence.
- SAFE: Built using proven technology, with robust consultation and environmental assessment.
- ACCESSIBLE: A new transit project is a chance to get accessibility right.

It's good news that the province is considering backing away from the subway upload. But it shouldn't come at the expense of the rapid transit we need.

Premier Ford’s meddling in Toronto’s transit has already caused delays. Ford wants to throw years of work and millions of dollars spent planning the Relief Line out the window. The province has also left Eglinton East LRT and Waterfront LRT off their map.

You promised to oppose any deal that isn’t in Toronto’s best interests. I am counting on you to ensure that conditions above are met before Toronto hands over billions for any new transit projects.

Sincerely,

-----------------------------------------------------
Note to the Clerk: Please include this as correspondence on agenda item EX9.1.

CC: Transportation Minister Caroline Mulroney, my MPP and my City Councillor, City of Toronto Executive Committee.
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